Tom Pasquale, RIP
Legendary Flight Academy instructor Cajetan “Tom” Pasquale flew west on June
13.
Tom began his aviation career flying
the F-86 and T-38A with the U.S.
Air Force in the 1950s.
Tom was hired by American
Airlines in 1959 and flew for
approximately three years.
Unfortunately, he was permanently
grounded from commercial flying
due to a middle ear/sinus issue.
Tom then went to work in the LGA
Flight Office as “right hand man” to
Chief Pilot Harry Clark, and serving
as a Link Trainer instructor.
In 1970, he relocated to the new
Flight Academy at GSW, where he
continued instructing in the ground
school and found his true calling. Tom’s humor, wit, outgoing personality,
engaging stories, “Pasquale –isms,” and meaningful poems endeared him to all the
pilots who attended his classes.

Tom rewrote and reorganized Flight Manual Part 1 in 1980 and again in the 1990s.
Due to his excellent work and knowledge, he became known as “Mr. Flight
Manual Part 1.” He taught classes on Captain’s Duties and Responsibilities and, of
course, on Flight Manual Part 1.
Tom became the leading authority on airline legality and flight operation
specifications. His legendary memory was such that he could answer questions by
reciting chapter and verse verbatim.
Going above and beyond, Mr. Part I gave out his home phone number and
encouraged pilots to call him anytime they had a question. Multiple calls were
received each month from pilots asking if they were legal to take off, legal to land,
and many other questions.
Tom served the pilots of American Airlines for 46 years. After retirement, he
continued to be available and, of course, to share his wonderful stories and
memories.
A celebration of Tom’s life is tentatively planned for later this year.
Condolences may be sent to his son:
Michael Pasquale
712 Briana Court
Grapevine, TX 76051
In closing, Tom always wanted his pilots to stay legal. He did not want you to have
to personally deal with one of his most popular and meaningful sayings: “Your
hearing will improve at your hearing!”
Respectfully submitted,
Jock Bethune
American Airlines Corporate Communications (ret.)

